The Little-Hopfield network is an auto-associative computational model of neural memory storage and retrieval. This model is known to robustly store collections of randomly generated binary patterns as stable-states of the network dynamics. However, the number of binary memories so storable scales linearly in the number of neurons, and it has been a long-standing open problem whether robust exponential storage of binary patterns was possible in such a network memory model. In this note, we design simple families of Little-Hopfield networks that provably solve this problem affirmatively. As a byproduct, we produce a set of novel (nonlinear) binary codes with an efficient, highly parallelizable denoising mechanism. In [4] , Hopfield showed experimentally, using the outer-product learning rule (OPR), that .15n binary patterns (generated uniformly at random) can be robustly stored in such an n-node network if some fixed percentage of errors in a recovered pattern were tolerated. Later, it was verified that this number was a good approximation to the actual theoretical answer [5] . However, pattern storage without errors in recovery using OPR is provably limited to n/(4 log n) patterns [6, 7] . Since then, improved methods to fit Little-Hopfield networks more optimally have been developed [8, 9, 10, 11] . Independent of the method, however, arguments of Cover [12] show that the number of (randomly generated) patterns storable in a Little-Hopfield network with n neurons is at most 2n.
1
1. Introduction. Inspired by early work of McCulloch-Pitts [1] and Hebb [2] , the Little-Hopfield model [3, 4] is a distributed neural network architecture for binary memory storage and denoising. In [4] , Hopfield showed experimentally, using the outer-product learning rule (OPR), that .15n binary patterns (generated uniformly at random) can be robustly stored in such an n-node network if some fixed percentage of errors in a recovered pattern were tolerated. Later, it was verified that this number was a good approximation to the actual theoretical answer [5] . However, pattern storage without errors in recovery using OPR is provably limited to n/(4 log n) patterns [6, 7] . Since then, improved methods to fit Little-Hopfield networks more optimally have been developed [8, 9, 10, 11] . Independent of the method, however, arguments of Cover [12] show that the number of (randomly generated) patterns storable in a Little-Hopfield network with n neurons is at most 2n.
Nonetheless, theoretical and experimental evidence suggest that Little-Hopfield networks usually have exponentially many stable-states (i.e., fixed-points of the dynamics). For instance, choosing weights for the model randomly (from a normal distribution) produces an n-node network with ≈ 1.22
n fixed-points asymptotically [13, 14, 15] . However, a stored pattern corrupted by only a few bit errors does not typically converge under the network dynamics to the original.
Another limitation of random networks is that stable-states are difficult to determine from the network parameters. In [16] , a Little-Hopfield network with identical weights was shown to have exponential storage on 2n nodes, the stored collection consisting of binary vectors with exactly half of their bits equal. Thus, it is possible to design a network with a prescribed exponential number of patterns. However, such a network is not able to denoise a single bit of corruption. In particular, this collection of memories is not stored robustly (a concept we define momentarily).
Very recently, more sophisticated (non-binary) discrete networks have been developed [17, 18] that give exponential memory storage. However, the storage in these networks is not known to be robust. Moreover, determining or prescribing the network parameters for storing these exponentially many memories is non-trivial (e.g., the ideas involve expander codes and solving linear equations over Z).
In this work, we design elementary Little-Hopfield networks that robustly store an exponential number of binary patterns. Our main result is the following. The outline of this note is as follows. In Section 2, we provide technical background and context, defining the concepts needed to state and prove our main results. Proofs are given in Section 4 and Section 5 closes with a discussion of potential applications.
2. Background. A Little-Hopfield network H = (J, θ) on n nodes (e.g. neurons) {1, . . . , n} consists of a real symmetric weight matrix J = J ∈ R n×n with zero diagonal and a threshold vector θ ∈ R n . The possible states of the network are all length n binary strings {0, 1} n , which we represent as binary column vectors x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) , each x i ∈ {0, 1} indicating the state x i of node i. Given any state x, one (asynchronous) update of the dynamics on x consists of replacing each x i in x (in consecutive order starting with i = 1) with the value
J i is the ith column of J and H is the Heaviside function:
The energy E x = E x (J, θ) of a binary pattern x in a Little-Hopfield network is
equal to the energy for an Ising spin glass probabilistic model from statistical physics [19, 20] . In fact, the dynamics of Little-Hopfield networks can be seen as 0-temperature sampling of this energy.
A fundamental property of Little-Hopfield networks is that asynchronous dynamical updates (1) do not increase the energy (2). In particular, one can show that after a finite number of updates, any initial state x converges to a fixed-point x * (also called stable-state or stored memory) of the dynamics; that is, x * i = H(J i x * − θ i ) for each i = 1, . . . , n. Given a binary pattern x, we say more strongly that it is a strict local minimum if every x with exactly one bit different from x has a strictly larger energy:
, where x i is the bit that differs between x and x . One can check that if x is a strict local minimum it is also fixed-point of the dynamics.
In abstract algebra, a group is a set G with a multiplication (or product) a • b between elements a, b ∈ G satisfying the following three assumptions. We have (i) associativity of the product:
(ii) a multiplicative identity: there is a unique element 1 ∈ G with a • 1 = 1 • a = a for all a ∈ G; and (iii) existence of inverses: for all a ∈ G, there exists
Groups are basic but fundamental objects. 
A permutation σ ∈ S n of the n-nodes of a Little-Hopfield network H = (J, θ) gives rise to another network σH = (σJ, σθ), where σJ is the matrix obtained from J by permuting both its rows and columns by σ, and where σθ is θ also permuted by σ. A graph on v vertices V = {1, . . . , v} is a set E of (unordered) pairs of vertices, called the edges of the graph. We identify graphs on v vertices as binary vectors x of length n =
. A coordinate x e of x is indexed by an edge e = {i, j} (i < j), and is one or zero depending on whether e is contained in the edges of the graph or not (respectively). For simplicity, we list the coordinates in x lexicographically (i.e., the dictionary order). For 3 ≤ k ≤ v, define a k-clique to be a graph on v vertices that has edges between each pair of a set of k vertices, but no other edges. There are
Relabeling the vertices of a graph is the same as applying a permutation σ ∈ S v to them. This, in turn, induces a relabeling or permutation of the edges of the graph, which is realized as a permutation of the vector x representing it. Note that any permutation of V for a k-clique gives another kclique. Given a Little-Hopfield network with weight matrix J, a permutation σ on the vertices V = {1, . . . , v} induces a permutation of the edges of a graph, defining a new weight matrix σJ, which is the rows and columns of J permuted accordingly.
3. Main results. The storage networks we propose are Little-Hopfield networks with states identified as simple graphs on v vertices. In this case, entries of weight matrices J ∈ R n×n , n = v 2 , are indexed lexicographically by pairs of edges e, f in K v , the complete graph on v vertices.
We first formalize a notion of robust storage for precise statements of our main results. Equip the state space {0, 1} n with the Hamming distance, the minimal number of bit flips between two binary strings. For an integer r ≥ 1, we say that state σ * is r-stable if it is an attractor for all states within Hamming distance r of σ * . Thus, if a state σ is r-stably stored, the network is guaranteed to converge to σ when exposed to any corrupted version not more than r bit flips away from σ. This is a fairly restrictive definition since it might be useful for states to have stability "on average", or for "most randomly corrupted versions". We make this last concept rigorous by introducing p-corruption.
The p-corruption of σ is the random pattern Σ p , obtained by replacing each x i by 1 − x i with probability p independently.
We now define α-robustness for a set of states S, which says that for each σ ∈ S, with high probability, the network is guaranteed to recover σ when exposed to a p-corruption of σ for all p < α.
Definition 2 (α-robust): Let H be a Little-Hopfield network, S ⊂ {0, 1}
n , and fix
Finally, the robustness index of a sequence of states in a corresponding sequence of Little-Hopfield networks is their asymptotic α-robustness. In this sense, the networks mentioned in the introduction do not have robust storage (that is, their robustness index is 0) because the number of bits of corruption tolerated in memory recovery does not increase with the number of nodes. Definition 3 (robustness index): Let (H n ) be a sequence of Little-Hopfield networks and (S n ) be a sequence of pattern collections. We say that the sequence S n is robustly stored by H n with robustness index α > 0 if lim inf
Note that the p-corruption of a state differs from the original by np bit flips on average. Clearly the larger p is, the more difficult to recover the original binary pattern. While the robustness index is defined to be an asymptotic quantity, we can construct finite-sized Little-Hopfield networks which store k-cliques robustly. In Figure 2 , we demonstrate that the exponential number of stored cliques in our networks have large basins of attraction. For each vertex size v = 50, 75, 100, 125 and 150 (with k = 25, 37, 50, 63 and 75), we constructed a Little-Hopfield network storing all k-cliques as fixed-points of the dynamics using the parameters identified in Corollary 1. Each such k-clique is represented as a binary vector of length (2k − 1)k. In each experiment, we chose a k-clique uniformly at random, corrupted each of the v 2 potential edges independently with probability p, and ran the network dynamics until convergence. We performed 100 such experiments, and plotted the fraction of the 100 cliques that were correctly recovered (exactly) as a function of p. For example, a network with v = 100 vertices robustly stores We close this section by sketching the main proof ideas. We first show that there is a Little-Hopfield weight matrix storing all k-cliques in some range if and only if there is one which has a simple 3-parameter structure. Note that the set of all J storing a given set of binary patterns as strict local minima is the interior of a (possibly empty) convex polyhedron.
As discussed above, the symmetric group S v acts on weight matrices J. Consider the average of J over the group of permutations:
The matrix J * in (4) is invariant under the action of S v ; that is, we have
since the function from S v to itself mapping σ → τ σ (for any fixed τ ∈ S v ) is a bijection.
It is straightforward to verify that acting by a permutation on a Little-Hopfield network that stores all k-cliques as strict local minima will preserve that property. And since the set of all such networks is convex, the convex combination J * in (4) stores all k-cliques as strict local minima if J does. One now observes that J * has only 3 free parameters, and the remainder of the argument consists of optimizing these parameters to determine networks that store cliques robustly. n encodes the graph with edge e if and only if σ e = 1. Let θ(z) = z 1 , where 1 is the all-ones vector in R n . Consider the following two-parameter family of symmetric weight matrices
for some x, y ∈ R, where |e ∩ f | is the number of vertices that edges e and f share.
Lemma 1 Fix k > 3 and 1 ≤ r < k. The Little-Hopfield network (J(x, y), θ(z)) stores all kcliques as r-stable states if and only if the parameters x, y, z ∈ R satisfy the following inequalities   
Furthermore, a pattern within Hamming distance r of a k-clique converges after one iteration of the network dynamics.
Proof : For fixed r and k-clique σ, there are 2 r possible patterns within Hamming distance r of σ. Each of these pattern defines a pair of linear inequalities on the parameters x, y, z. However, only the inequalities from the following two extreme cases are active constraints.
• Case 1: r edges are added to a node i not in the clique.
• Case 2: r edges in the clique with a common node i are removed.
In Case 1, consider the edges of the form (i, j) for all nodes j in the clique. Such an edge has r + k − 1 neighboring edges and
non-neighboring edges. Thus, such an edge will be labeled as 0 after one network update if and only if x, y satisfy: Edges of the form (j, j ) for all nodes j, j in the clique have 2(k − 2) neighbors and
+ r non-neighbors. Thus they impose the following linear constraint:
In Case 2, the edges at risk of being mislabeled are edges of the form (i, j) for all nodes j in the clique. Such an edge has 2(k − 2) − r neighbors and
non-neighbors. This results in another linear constraint for x, y:
Consider edges of the form (ī, j) for all nodesī = i in the clique, and j not in the clique. Assuming r < k − 1, such an edge has at most k − 1 neighbors and
− r non-neighbors. Thus it imposes the following constraint
The equations of Lemma 1 cut out a cone in R 3 . Thus without loss of generality, we can assume either z = 1/2 or z = 0. Suppose z = 0 and assume y = −1. This forces x > 0, and the second and fourth constraints are dominated by the first and third. Thus we need x that solve
To see how large r can be relative to k, we examine at the asymptotics as k → ∞ and approximate each coefficient of the matrix by its first-order term. Suppose r = ck for c > 0. For large k, we have
Thus we need
, which is feasible for all c < 1/2, and infeasible for all c > 1/2. Thus we can expect to set r = k/2 . By direct computation, we obtain:
Corollary 1 Fix z = 0 and y = −1. For k = 2r + 1, the set of feasible solutions in Lemma 1 is
which is non-empty for r ≥ 1. In particular, x = 2r−1.5 3
is a solution for all r > 1, k > 3.
Thus, setting x = k−2.5 3 , y = −1, z = 0, we get a family of Little-Hopfield networks in which all k-cliques are stored as k/2 -stable states. This already proves exponential storage in Theorem 2.
We now tune the parameters (x, y, z) to guarantee robust storage of all k-cliques. As before, fix y = −1, z = 0. For p ∈ (0, 1), let Σ p be a p-corruption of a k-clique chosen uniformly at random. For each node i, let i in , i out denote the number of edges from i to other clique and non-clique nodes, respectively. We need the following lemma. 
In particular, we have |m n − np|, |M n − np| = o( √ n log(n)).
Proof : Fix a constant c > 0. By Bernstein's inequality [21] , for each i and for any > 0,
Applying the union bound and choosing = c log(n) √ n , we have
and the last bound converges to 0 as n → ∞, proving the claim for M n . Since the distribution of Y i is symmetric about np, a similar inequality holds for m n .
Let T be the total number of edges in Σ p . Then T is the sum of two independent binomials
For an edge e, let N (e) andN (e) be the number of neighbors and non-neighbors of e, respectively. Note thatN (e) = T − N (e). For every e in the clique, we have (with high probability)
Since the standard deviation is of order k, by a union bound, we havē
To guarantee that σ e = 1 for all edges e in the clique after one update iteration, we need N (e) σ − N (e) > 0 so that
Now let f be an edge with only one vertex in the clique. Then
By the same argument as above, we havē
To guarantee that σ f = 0 for all such edges f after one iteration, we need N (f )σ −N (f ) < 0.
Thus we obtain the following constraint for x:
In particular, if
would guarantee that for large k, both equations (10) and (11) 
.
In Figure 3 we plot I k for 5 ≤ k ≤ 15 and shade their intersections. Figure 3 shows a similar plot for 1000 ≤ k ≤ 5500. Note the appearance of the smooth curve Q enveloping the family B k .
5. Discussion. The Little-Hopfield network is a model of emergent neural computation [3, 4, 25] . Although originally intended as a circuit model for biological memory circuits, the local network dynamics can be thought of as implementing perceptual inference: by minimizing an energy function, the network infers the most probable memory conditioned on a noisy or corrupted version.
(The term "local" here refers to the fact that an update (1) to a neuron only requires the feed-forward inputs from its neighbors.) This concept is in line with arguments of several researchers in theoretical neuroscience (e.g., [26] ), and can be traced back to Helmholtz [27] . Additional support for this view stems from recent analyses of spike distributions in neural populations which have shown that their joint statistics can sometimes be well-described by the Ising model [28, 29, 30, 31] . The now demonstrated ability of these networks to store large numbers of patterns robustly suggests that the Little-Hopfield architecture should be revisited as a possible model of neural circuit computation.
